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Abstract 
In his article in “Open Problems in Topology” Nyikos asked if it is consistent with f = o2 
that every C* -increasing o,-sequence of subsets of w is the bottom half of some tight 
(w,, W&gap. He also asked if this can be generalized to higher cardinals and if in addition 
it is also possible to get b < c. Another question from the same article is whether p = wi 
implies that there is a tight (o,, wi)-gap in “‘w. Positive answers to the second and third 
questions are presented here. Theorem 2.12 answers the second question from which the 
answer to the first question follows as a special case. 1 also prove Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 
which can also be seen as refinements of Hausdorff’s theorem on (o,, w,)-gaps when other 
assumptions are made in addition to ZFC. 
Regarding the first question of Nyikos, M. Rabus independently constructed a model of 
ZFC in which c = t = w2 and every c * -increasing @,-sequence of subsets of w is the 
bottom half of some tight (w ,, w&gap. But he has not answered the generalized version of 
the question. 
Preserving tight gaps through iteration is more difficult than just preserving gaps, and 
actually involves preserving a condition stronger than tightness, which in turn implies 
tightness. Using a completely different method from Rabus, I prove Theorem 2.12 answer- 
ing in full the most general form of Nyikos’ second question and also show that it is possible 
to get MA to hold below a certain cardinal and at the same time preserve tightness in gaps. 
Key words: Tight gaps; Strong gaps; (9(w), C* ); Iterated forcing 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 03E35 
1. Introduction 
The notation and terminology are adapted from [6]. 9(A) denotes the power 
set of A and for A, Bco, Ac*B stands for lA\Bl<w and IB\AI=w. If A 
and B are both infinite then A I B stands for 1 A n B 1 <w. For a cardinal A, 
[Al <“={XcA: IXI<h) and [A]” = (X CA: I X I = h). The same symbol, “ I “, 
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will denote that two elements of a partial order P are incompatible. Compatibility 
of p, q E P will be denoted by p 1 q. This dual use of the symbol “ _L ” will cause 
no confusion since it will be clear from the context which way it is being used. A 
family a of infinite subsets of o is said to have the strong finite intersection 
property (s.f.i.p.1 if any finite subfamily has an infinite intersection. Then p = 
min{ 1 a I: a is a subfamily of [w]~ with the s.f.i.p. but 7 Elc E [ olw)(Vx E a)[c c* xl} 
and t = min{ 1 a I: a is a subfamily of [ w]~ well ordered by c* such that 7 (3~ E 
[w ]“>(Vx E u)[c I xl}. Let “‘w denote the set of all functions f : w + o and define 
the partial order G* on Ow by f G * g if f(n) G g(n) for all but finitely many 
y1 < w. Then b = min{I a I: a is an unbounded subfamily of cww, G* )}. Since in this 
paper I will be dealing with gaps I would like to formulate b and t in terms of 
gaps. It follows fairly easily from the definition of t that t is also the least cardinal 
K such that there exists a (1, K)-gap. In the case of 6, Hausdorff [3] and 
Rothberger [lo] discovered independently that b is also the least cardinal K such 
that there exists an (w, K)-gap. Other equivalent formulations of cardinals p, f and 
b are given in 1121. 
Definition 1.1. Let A and K be ordinals. A (A, K)-pre-gap, in 9(w), is a pair (a, b) 
where a = (at: 5 <A) and b = (b,: q < K) are c” -totally ordered subsets of 
P(w) of cofinality A and coinitiality K, respectively, such that (v.$ < A>&7 < K)[u~ 
c” bill. (a, b) forms a (A, K)-gap iff ~(3c E [wl”)(V~ < A)(Vq < K)[u~ c* c c* 
bT]. A gap is tight iff ~(5 E [o]“)(V[ < Al(Vn < K)[u~ I c A c C* bill. A gap is 
strong iff 7(3c E [w]~)(V~ < A)(Vv <K) [(~\a,( = w A c c* bTl. 
Clearly, a strong gap is also tight. 
Definition 1.2. Let A and K be regular cardinals. Then g(A, K) denotes the 
statement that for every c * -increasing A-sequence a G!?(W) there is a c* - 
decreasing K-sequence b G+‘(w) such that (a, b) forms a (A, K)-gap. sg(A, K) 
denotes a similar statement, but the gaps are strong. g( < K, K) is the statement 
that for all regular A < K, g(A, K) holds. Similarly for sgt < K, K). 
In the above definition, when A = 1, I must assume that 1 w\uo ( = w. I will 
continue to make this assumption throughout this paper without specifically stating 
it each time. 
2. 
With the necessary notation and definitions established I now proceed to 
answer the second question by Nyikos which will be the main topic of this section. 
Definition 2.1. Let A and K be ordinals and a = (a,: 5 <A) an C* -increasing 
A-sequence in P(w). 
pa,, = {(% Y, n,f): xE[A]<~AYE[K]<~A\<<~A~:~~~(~)} 
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with (x2, Y,, n2, f2> G (x1, yl, nl, f~) iff 
(9 x1 cx,, y1 CY2, nl Gn2, 
(ii) (Vg eyl>[fl(5> =.f,<S> n ql, 
(iii) W’5, 77 EyI)[t < 77 -+f2(77)\f2(5) Gn11, 
(iv) (V[ EXiXVn Eyl)](aC f7n2)\f2(77) Gn11. 
(a”,,,~ <) is a partial ordering intended to add a C* -decreasing K-sequence 
b = (b,: 77 < K) on top of a. If G is Pa,,-generic then 
b~=U{~~(~):(3pEG)[~=(x,,y,,n,,f,)A_rlE~~]}. 
The fact that b is a c* -decreasing K-SCqUCnCC follows from (iii) and that for each 
.$ < q < K and each m < w the sets 
E 5,TJ.m = ((X> Y> n> f) E pa+: 5, 77 EY Af(s)\f(77) gm) 
are dense in Pa K , . Each b, has a name in the ground model which is denoted by !!I,. 
Lemma 2.2. (Pa,,, <) has the ccc. 
Proof. Let A = {p,: (Y < wi] C Pa,,, with p, = (x,, y,, n,, f,>. Without loss of 
generality assume the following: 
(1) (Vcu < wi)]n, = n] for some fixed IZ <CO, 
(2) {y,: (Y < wi} forms a A-system with root r (by the A-system Lemma), 
(3) (Va, P < o,)]fU r r =fp r rl. 
If (Y, p < wi, define p = (x, y, n, f ) as follows: 
x=X,Ux~, Y=Y,UYp, 
(W[(sEYa -f(5) =f&)) * (5=&S -f(5) =feW)]. 
Condition (3) implies that f is well defined. With p defined in such a way it 
follows that p E Pa,,, and p <p,, pe so that A cannot be an antichain. 0 
In fact, in the proof above it can be seen that any finite number of elements of 
A are compatible so that Pa,,, has precaliber w,. It is easily seen that if K is 
countable then Pa K is a-centered. This fact will be needed in Section 3. 
The next lemma is taken from [61 and is used in the proof of the proposition 
below. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume M is a countable transitive model (c.t.m.1 of ZFC, P EM, 
E c P and E E M. Let G be P-generic over M. Then if p E G and E is dense below p, 
then GnE#@. 
Proposition 2.4. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M, assume that A is regular and 
K a regular uncountable cardinal. Also assume that in M, a = (a[: 5 <h) is a 
c* -increasing h-sequence in 9(w). Zf G is Pa,,-generic over M, then in M[Gl, 
(a, b) is a strong (A, K>-gap with b = (b,: 77 < K) as defined from G earlier. 
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Proof. By way of contradiction assume that (a, b) fails to be a strong gap in 
M[G]. Chose a nice name T for a subset of w and pa E G such that 
p()lt- (V<</i)(V?j <<)[(7\(r(( =&(7\6,( <&]. 
Then Q- = U{(E) xA,: II <co} where each A, is a countable antichain in Pa,,,. Let 
(Y < K be large enough so that U n < ,A, Z Pa,,. Fix /3 < K with (Y < p and for each 
m <w let 
Fp,rn = \’ 
pt$,,,:pty,A(3i<w)[m<iApIt(It7\~~)]). 
Then FP,m EM is dense below p,, in Pa,,. To show the denseness part, let q <pO. 
Without loss of generality assume that p E y,. Then 
ql~(Vi<X)(Vi<~)[17\661=i)A17\~~)<(j]. 
Since xq is finite it follows that q IF (IT\ U EExqZ6] = 6). Fix n > max(m, n,). 
Then q It <Eli> E~)[;E (T\ U cEXq25)]. Fix r<q and i > n with r IF (LE (r\ 
U 5tx, a”,)). Then r is compatible with some element of Aj. In fact, without loss of 
generality, assume that r actually extends some element of Aj. Further assume 
that max(f,(p)) > i. Now define p = (x,, yP, nP, f,> as follows 
xP=xr, y,=y,, np=n 
(~~~Y~),(C<P+~,(;; =fr(t))A(S24+-fp(t) =fr(t)\(i))l. 
Then clearly p E Pa,,,, p k- <i@ 6,) and p still extends some element of Ai (by 
the choice of p). Thus p IF (LE T\&J and p E FB,m with p <q. This shows that 
%m is dense below pO in Pa,,. But G is Pa,,-generic over M and pO E G, so by 
Lemma 2.3, G n FP,,, # fl for each m < o. Hence 1 rG \ bP I= w. Contradiction. 0 
The proof of the main result is by iterated ccc forcing construction with finite 
support. The next set of results is intended to show that the strong gaps already 
constructed do not all of a sudden disappear at later successor stages of the 
construction. 
Lemma 2.5. Let A4 be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M, assume h is regular and K a 
regular uncountable cardinal with A < K. Also suppose that in M, (a, b) is a strong 
(A, K)-gap and P’ a ccc partial order with 1 IPI < K. If G is P-generic over M then 
(a, b) is a strong (A, K>-gap in M[Gl. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that 7 EMS is such that in M[Gl, 
(t/5 < A>(b’q < K)[(TG\ac(= OJ Aj~o\b,,(< w]. Then (3n < wx3YE [K]~ n 
M[G])(V7 E Y)[ ~o\b, in]. Fix one such n and Y. Then each 77 E Y is forced to 
be there by some PEG. But GcP so IGI<IPI<K. Hence for some P~EG, 
X = {T E K: ppo 1~ (+j E ?‘>} has cardinality K. Furthermore X E kl. COUSeqUently 
76 c *r-l ,IcXk, and fl II E ,b, E M so that n 9 ~ xb, witnesses that (a, b) is not 
strong in M, a contradiction. Hence (a, b) is a strong (A, K)-gap in MGI. 0 
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Definition 2.6. Let P and Q be partial orders. An i: P + Q iS a complete 
embedding if 
(1) (Vp,p’ E W[p’ < p + i( P’> -s 8 PI, 
(2) (Vp,p’ E lP>[ P’ 1 P c* i( P’) _L i( PI, 
(3) (Vs E Q)(3p E PXVp’ E P9[ P’ <P + i( P’> L sl. 
The following lemma is taken from [6]. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose i, P, Q are in M, i : P + Q and i is a complete embedding. Let 
H be Q-generic over M. Then i- ‘(H) is P-generic ouer M and M[ iP ‘(HI] G M[ HI. 
Let K be an ordinal and X G K. Then it is easily seen that PO,xG Pa,,. Let 
i : Pa ,y + Pa,,, be the inclusion map defined so that if p E IP~,,~ then i(p) =p. 
Lemma 2.8. Let A, K be ordinals, XC K and (a,: 5 < A) a C* -increasing h-se- 
quence in 9(w). Then the inclusion i : Pa,x + Pan,, is a complete embedding. 
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) of Definition 2.6 are trivial. For (3) let q = 
Cx,, Y,, n4, f,> E pa,,,. Then P = (x,, y, n X, n4, f, r (y, n X)> has the required 
property. 0 
Proposition 2.9. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M let A, u, K be regular cardinals 
with w, A, u <K. Also assume that in M, (c, d) is a strong (u, K)-gap and 
a=(a5:[<h) a C* -increasing A-sequence in 9(w). Zf G is PO,,-generic over M, 
then in M[G], (c, d) remains a strong gap. 
Proof. Let (c, d) = (cc, d,: 5 <Jo, 77 <K) and by way of contradiction suppose 
that T E M’~.K is a nice name for a subset of o such that in M[Gl, 
(~~<PL)@‘v <K)[1%\+1 =w f+G\dTl <w]. 
Then T = lJ{{fi] X A,: n < w} where each A, is a countable antichain in Pa,,. Let 
X=U{Y:~<~A(~PEA.)[P=(X,,Y,,~,,~,)AY=Y,]}. 
Then PO,x is a complete suborder of PO,,, and G, = G n Pa,x is P’a,rgeneric over 
M with M[ G,] G M[ Cl. This follows from the previous two lemmas. Furthermore, 
r,={n: (!lp~G)[p~A,]}={n: (~~EG~)[~EA,]}=~~~EM[G~]. 
Therefore (c, d) fails to be strong in M[G,]. But this contradicts Lemma 2.5 
since X is countable, A < K, so 1 Pa,.x 1 < K. Hence (c, d) remains a strong (p, K)-gap 
in M[G]. 0 
This proposition basically shows that I can go beyond the successor stages in the 
iterated forcing construction. Now I need to show that I can also go beyond the 
limit stages. This is the content of the next two results. 
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Lemma 2.10. Suppose that in M, y is a limit ordinal of uncountable cofinality and 
PC, 5 < y, is a sequence of ccc partial orders constructed by a finite support iteration. 
Let cow with CEM~~. Then for some a < y, c E MPe. 
This is a well-known result on forcing and I omit the proof. 
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that A and K are regular cardinals, with K uncountable, 
and (a, b) a strong (A, K)-gap. Let P[, for 5 < y, be a sequence of ccc partial 
orders constructed by a finite support iteration, where y is a limit ordinal. Suppose 
that for each 5 < y, 
1 IF Pg“(a, b) is a strong gap”. 
Then the same is true for 5 = y. 
Proof. There are two cases depending on whether or not cf(y) = w. 
Suppose cf(y) = w and that the conclusion of the proposition is false. Choose a 
name T E M’y such that if G is p7,-generic over M, then in M[G], 
(~~<A)(~v W[(TG\a& =wA(TG\bl)I <a~]. 
Then 
(3n <w)(3X~ [~]~nM[G])(v(r EX)[70\bs Cn]. 
Fix one such n and X. Then each 77 EX is forced to be there by some p, E G. But 
(PC: 5 < y) is a sequence of ccc partial orders constructed by a finite support 
iteration and K is uncountable. Therefore 
(=&<Y)(== [Xl”)P7 =)[suPP(P,) c# 
But this in turn implies that 
(%$< y)(%E [K]?MPg) 
[L > a b fails to be a strong gap via fl orYbll in M~C] 
which clearly contradicts the assumption. 
If cf(y) > WI, then Lemma 2.10 is used to show that no subsets of w are added 
at stage y, so that (a, b) remains a strong gap in M’v. 0 
Finally let MA( < K) be the statement that Martin’s axiom holds below K. With 
this in mind I am ready for the statement and the proof of the main result of this 
section. 
Theorem 2.12. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M, assume K and t.~ are regular 
uncountable cardinals with K < F and 2 < P = t.~. Then there is a generic extension of 
M which is a model for the following statement: 
ZFC+MA(<K) +sg( <K, K) +f=~+b=~+2~=p. 
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Proof. Start with a c.t.m. M for ZFC such that in M, K and p are regular with 
W<K<j_b,2 <@ = p and 2” = I_L. Now perform a ccc iterated forcing construction 
with finite support of length p. At even stages make sure that MA( < K) holds and 
at odd stages make sure that sg(< K, K) holds. Use the fact that 2 <* = I-L in M so 
that all the c* -increasing sequences of size <K in 9(w) are covered by the 
construction. Eventually I end up with a ccc partial order P,+ of size /_L. In M”p it is 
easily seen that MA( < K) and sg( < K, K) hold. Furthermore, since ) Pp I= p, I also 
have that 2” = j_& in Mnw. In addition sg( < K, K) implies that t > K. But sg( < K, K) 
also implies that there are (1, K)-gapS so that t = K. Finally, MA( < K) implies that 
b 2 K and sg( < K, K) implies that there are (w, K)-gaps so that b = K. This finishes 
the proof. 0 
3. 
In order to preserve strong gaps, in the previous construction, I had to assume 
that A < K. But, what happens when A = K ? This is the consideration of this 
section. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are the main results and they can be seen as 
refinements of Hausdorff’s theorem on (wi, w,)-gaps when other assumptions are 
made in addition to ZFC. But first some preliminary results. 
Definition 3.1. Let (a, b) = (a(, b,: 5 <A, 77 < K) be a (A, d-PWgiP where A 
and K are ordinals. 
s a,b = (x, y,n,f): x~[h]<~~y~[K]<~A\<<A((f:n~2) t 
w, t,ag\n c n 
with (x2, y2, n2, f2> < (x1, yl, nl, fr) iff 
(1) xr cx2, yr CY,, n, G n,, f2 r n1 =fu 
(2) (vi < W)[FZ, =g i < n2 + ((i E U 5 t x,u5 -f*(i) = 1) A (i @ fl a E YlbT -+f2(i) 
= ONI. 
(S a,b, <> is easily seen to be a partial order intended to split (a, b). The 
splitting set is c = {i: (3(x, y, n, f > E G)[ f(i) = 111, where G is sa,,-generic. This 
partial order is due to Kunen as is the following lemma which can also be found in 
[Il. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (a, b) be a (A, K)-pre-gap. 
(i) If the pre-gap is split then Sa,b has the ccc. 
(ii) If cf(A) # wi or cf(K) # w1 then ?5a,b has the ccc. 
(iii) Zf A =K=w~ and (a, b) is a gap, then there is a ccc partial order Q which 
adjoins an uncountable antichain in S.a,b. 
Theorem 3.3. MA(w,) -+ g(wr, wi). 
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Proof. Let A4 be a c.t.m. for ZFC + MA(o,). Also in M, let a = (at: 5 < w,) be a 
C* -increasing o,-sequence in 5%~). PO,,, is the partial order which adjoins a 
c” -decreasing @,-sequence b = (b,: 77 < wl> on top of a. Let G, be PO,,,-generic 
over M. Then by Proposition 2.4, (a, b) is an (w,, w,)-gap in M[G,]. Let Q be the 
ccc partial order as in (iii) of Lemma 3.2. So 1 IF n (0 has the ccc). Hence, the 
two-step iterated forcing construction pa’,,,, * 0 h:?the ccc in M. Now, if G is 
[FD a,w, * o-generic over M, then in M[Gl there exists an uncountable antichain A 
in sa,b. But the sequence b is obtained from the intersection of G and wi dense 
sets of pa w * Q which lie in M. In addition, the uncountable antichain A is also 
obtained from the intersection of G and w, dense sets of PO w, * 6 which also lie 
in M. So, there are W, dense sets of PO w * a in M which decide both A and b. 
But by MA(w,) there is a filter in M ‘dhich intersects all these w, dense sets. 
Therefore there is a sequence b and an uncountable antichain of sa,h which are in 
M. Hence by Lemma 3.2, (a, b) is an (w,, w,)-gap in M. 0 
Because of Lemma 3.2 this result cannot be generalized to higher cardinals. 
However there is the following 
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M, assume that K and ,u are regular 
uncountable cardinals with K < p and 2 ‘U = w. Then there is a generic extension of 
M which is a model for ZFC + MAC < K) + g(K, K) + 2” = ,z. 
In order to prove this theorem I need 
Lemma 3.5. If K is a regular uncountable cardinal, P a cr-centered partial order, and 
(a, b) a (K, K)-gap, then P cannot split {a, b). 
Proof. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC and in M, let K be a regular uncountable 
cardinal, (a, b) a (K, K)-gap and p a a-centered partial order. By way of contra- 
diction assume that r is a P-name and p E P such that p I+ “T splits (a, b>-“. For 
each 5 < K choose p5 <p and n( <w with p5 It- (zs\i?, L7\fi5 L6,>. Since K is 
uncountable, without loss of generality, assume that (V( < K)[nc = n] for some 
n<w. But P= lJ n < ,Pa where each pn is centered. So choose X E [K]~ and 
m < 6.1 such that (V,$ E X>[ pc E OD, I. Hence (V(, n E X>[ pg i p, I. But this implies 
that lJ c t ,+zg splits (a, 6) in M. Contradiction. 0 
In fact, it is possible to show that u-centered partial orders cannot destroy 
(A, K)-gaps for w1 <h < K. So that in Theorem 3.4, g(~, K) can be replaced by 
g(A, K) for w, <A < K. But the proof is more complicated and I choose not to 
present it here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let M be a c.t.m. for ZFC such that in M, K and p are 
regular uncountable cardinals, K < p, 2 < IL = p and 2” = p. The proof is by ccc 
iterated forcing construction with finite support of length ,u. At even stages 
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consider ccc partial orders of size < K so that MAC < K) holds in Mn*. Lemma 2.5 
shows that previously constructed (K, K)-gaps are not destroyed at such stages. At 
odd stages extend with Pa,,, where a is a C* -increasing K-sequence so that 
eventually g(~, K) holds. Lemma 3.5 implies that Pa,,, does not destroy any 
previously constructed (K, K)-gaps, since any nice name for a subset of o is 
contained in a complete u-centered suborder of Pa,,,. Limit stages are treated in 
the same way as in Theorem 2.12. Finally M”p has the desired properties. q 
The results of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 cannot be improved to strong gaps since 
g(K, K) implies that there are no Strong (K, K)-gaps. To see this let (ag, bg: 6 < K) 
be a (K, K)-gap, and let b,’ = w \bc. Then ( ag U 6:: 5 < K) is a C* -increasing 
K-SeqUence and by g(~, K) there is a C* -decreasing K-sequence ( dc: 5 < K) such 
that (at u b,‘, dg: 5 < K) is a (K, K)-gap. Let d = d,\d, and note that d is infinite 
with (Vg < K)[d I (at U b;)]. But then (Ve < K)[d I at Ad c* bcl so that d wit- 
nesses that (at, bc: 5 < K) cannot be a strong (K, K)-gap. 
In this section, a gap is represented by two C* -increasing sequences such that 
any element in one sequence is almost disjoint from any element in the other 
sequence, and no subset of w almost contains all the elements in one sequence 
and is almost disjoint from all the elements in the other sequence. A tight gap is a 
gap with no infinite subset of w almost disjoint from either of the sequences. 
In connection with the existence of a separable, countably compact, noncompact 
manifold in all models of p = wi, Nyikos asked whether p = wi implies the 
existence of a tight (w,, w,)-gap in wo. He defines a tight gap in Ww as follows: 
Definition 4.1. Given a function f E ww, define 
f f = {(i, j) Ew Xw: jaf(i)}, 
f L = {(i, j) EoXW: jGf(i)}. 
Call a pair (a, b) of families in ww a tight (A, K)-gap if a = (f*: .$ < A>, b = (gll: 77 
< K) are such that ( fc’, gq : 5 < A, 77 < K) is a tight (A, K)-gap in w X w. 
According to this definition, a positive answer follows almost trivially from 
Theorem 4.2 below. Its proof is a modification of the proof by van Douwen in [12] 
of the existence of (w,, w,)-gaps which in turn is decodable from Hausdorff’s 
original proof in [3,4]. This result was independently discovered by Nyikos and 
Vaughan in [8] and the implication from left to right is a part of a more general 
result by Blaszczyk and Szymanski in [2]. 
Theorem 4.2. p = w, iff there is a tight (ol, w,)-gap in 2%~). 
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Proof. The existence of a tight (w,, w,)-gap (a,, b,: 5, 77 <o,) in 9%~) implies 
that f=w,, hence p=o,, since w1 G p G t and by considering the sequence 
(a(Ubg .$<q). 
Now assume that p = wi. Since p = w1 --+ t = w1 (as shown by Rothberger in 
[ll]), let Y= (Tt: .$ < q> be a c* -well-ordered sequence of subsets of o, in type 
wt, such that no infinite subset of w is almost disjoint from all Tc. The construction 
of a tight (w,, w,)-gap in P(W) is by induction. Two families (a,: 5 < ol> and 
(b,: 77 < ml> are constructed with the following properties: 
(1) WE < ~,)[a< U b, = T’l, 
(2) w<o,)[a,~b~=PTl, 
(3) (P, n < wt)[5 < 77 + at C* a, A b, C* b,], 
(4) (VT < CO,)W -C d[l{5 < 77 : a,, n b, c k} I< WI. 
If 5 = 0, split To into two infinite disjoint sets and let a, be one of them and b, 
be the other. 
If 5 is a successor with 5 = l+ 1, split Tc\ Tc into two infinite disjoint sets c 
and d and let ag=aiUc and b,=b,ud. 
Now assume that 5 is a limit ordinal. Since 5 is countable and MA(w) is always 
true it follows by Lemma 3.2 that there is an S E [WI” such that (t/l < <)[ai C* S 
A b, I S]. Since (Vl < ,$)[u~ U b, c* Ts] by the induction hypothesis I may assume 
that SCT~. For each n<o let X,=1&.$: Snb,cnl. For Zco and rce let 
Zct)T abbreviate that {C E r: 2 n b, c ml is finite for each m < w. 
By recursion I construct a sequence (S,: II < w > of subsets of Tc satisfying 
S, = S and (Vl< <)[ S, I b[] and S, c S, + 1 and S, + t(ct)X, for 12 < w. 
Let IZ < o and suppose S, is known. If X, is finite let Sri+++ = S,. So suppose 
X, is infinite. Then by the choice of S and the induction hypothesis it follows that 
(Vl<&)[(X,nl(<m]. Hence X,, is cofinal in 5 and has order type w. Let 
e: w +X,, be a strictly increasing surjection. Then for each n <w, Tc n (be,,,\ 
U i < nb,Cij) is infinite, so pick j(n) in it with j(n) > IZ. Clearly (Vl E X,)[ran( j) I b,l, 
hence (Vl < c)[ran( j) I b,] since X, is cofinal in 5. Let Sri+++ = S, U ran(j) and 
note that since (Vl < ,$>[S, I bi] the same is true for S,, t. Furthermore, 
ran( j)(ct>X, by construction, hence S, + ,(ct)X,. This completes the construction 
of (S,: n <w>. 
Using MA(w) and Lemma 3.2 once again, there is an a( c Tc with a6 I b, for 
each b < ,$ and S, c* at for each II < o. In addition, since S c Tc I may assume 
that S cat. Let b, = Tt\aC. 
Clearly (l), (2), and (3) are satisfied for 5. To prove (4) for 5, suppose that there 
isanm<wsuchthatX=(~<~:agnbc~m)isinfinite.AsS~ug,itfollowsthat 
X n X, is infinite for some n G m. But S, + ,(ct)X, hence it follows from S, + 1 C* at 
that a&&)X, which leads to the absurdity that XnX, is finite. This finishes the 
construction of (a,: 5 < wl> and lb,: 77 < wl>. 
NOW I show that (a<, 6,: 5, 17 <w,) forms a tight (w,, w,)-gap in 9’(w). 
Tightness follows from (1) and the fact that no infinite subset of w is almost 
disjoint from all T*. To show that (a*, b,: 5, 77 < q> is a gap, by way of contradic- 
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tion, assume that (3 E [wl”XV[, 77 < w,)[ag C* d A b, I dl. Then (32 E 
[qPX3n < WWE E Z)[a*\d c n] and (3T E [21”1X3m < OXVT E T)[d n b, c 
m]. Choose 5 < w1 big enough so that .$ n r is infinite. Then {C < 5: a{ n b, C 
max(m, n)} is infinite. This contradicts (4). So (a(, b,: 5, 77 < wl) is a tight 
(w,, w,)-gap in 9(w). q 
Corollary 4.3. P = w1 iff there is a tight (ol, wl)-gap in ww. 
Proof. The existence of a tight (or, w ,)-gap in mm clearly implies that P = wl. SO 
assume that p = w1 and let (a*, b,: 5, 77 <ml) be a tight (q, w,)-gap in 9’(w). 
Let f&n) = ~$2) and g,(n) = 2 - xbJn) where XA is a characteristic function of 
A cw. 
I claim that ( f(“, gJ: 5, 77 <ml) is a tight (wr, w,)-gap in ww. If c E [w X ~1”’ 
splits ( fcL, gq: 5, 17 < w,), then {n: (n, 1) E c n (w x (1))) clearly splits 
(at, b,: 5, 77 <We>. And if d E [w x 01"' destroys the tightness of <fk, s:: 5, rl 
< WI>, then (n: (n, 1) E d n (w x {I})} clearly destroys the tightness of 
(at, b,: 5, 77 <CO,). But such c and d cannot exist since (at, b,: 5, 77 <w,) is a 
tight (q, w,)-gap in 9%~). Cl 
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